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Abstract— As the availability of large, digital text corpora
increases, so does the need for automatic methods to analyze
them and to extract significant information from them. A
number of algorithms have been developed for these appli-
cations, with topic modeling-based algorithms such as latent
Dirichlet allocation (LDA) enjoying much recent popularity.
In this paper, we focus on a specific but important problem
in text analysis: Identifying coherent lexical combinations that
represent “chunks of thought” within the larger discourse.
We term these salient semantic chunks (SSCs), and present
two complimentary approaches for their extraction. Both these
approaches derive from a cognitive rather than purely statistical
perspective on the generation of texts. We apply the two
algorithms to a corpus of abstracts from IJCNN 2009, and show
that both algorithms find meaningful chunks that elucidate the
semantic structure of the corpus in complementary ways.

I. INTRODUCTION

Automatically extracting information from unstructured
text is one of the most important – and most difficult –
tasks in the field of information retrieval. With the availability
of enormous text corpora on the Internet, such a capability
offers ever greater rewards but also poses greater challenges.
The scale of the data makes supervised methods impracti-
cal, and attention has focused increasingly on unsupervised
approaches. A key feature of many such approaches is the
identification of salient terms or groups of terms. At one
extreme is the extraction of keywords for individual docu-
ments in the corpus using a measure such as term frequency-
inverse document frequency (TF-IDF), and at the other the
extraction of a small number of topics that characterize both
the corpus and documents. The most prominent among the
latter is latent Dirichlet allocation [1], [2], [3]. Typically,
these approaches treat the corpus as a bag of words and either
ignore the dependencies between words or take them into
account only through a set of latent variables (e.g., topics).
Some topic models have moved beyond this limitation in
specific ways [4], [5], [6], [7]. One class of models that does
take word dependencies into account are Markov models of
texts, often based on the n-gram formulation that looks at
consecutive words. These are widely used in text classifica-
tion and text segmentation [8]. A model combining topics
and Markov chains has also been proposed by Griffiths et
al. [9]. Some models also look at longer range dependencies
[10] – especially in the context of text streams [11].

In this paper, we consider the problem of analyzing texts
from a more cognitively grounded viewpoint.
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II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

Two principles motivate the work presented in this paper.
First, we postulate that texts (and oral statements) are, above
all, products of a cognitive process, and their content must
arise from the dynamics of activity in the nervous system.
Thus, the nature of this dynamics – to the degree it is under-
stood – must be the basis for analyzing texts. The salience
of ideas in the mind should be reflected in the dynamics
of neural activity in the brain regions involved in thinking.
Second, thought does not operate at the level of words, but
at the level of concepts or ideas – which we term salient
semantic chunks (SSCs). These chunks are represented (in
the mind and on paper) through combinations of words with
strong mutual associations, i.e., as small, strongly connected
lexical networks, and not by independently chosen words
(as in LDA) or sequences of words (as in n-gram models),
though they are eventually expressed in word sequences.
Thus, the search for salient entities in texts should focus
on identiying these coherent network modules of words,
i.e., SSCs, rather than individual keywords, distributions
over independently chosen words or even short sequences
of words. We do so using two different approaches:

• Block Identification and Matching (BIM): The first ap-
proach uses direct analysis of local and global correla-
tions among words to identify highly coherent segments
in the text, and analyzes their novelty or pervasivness in
the corpus as a whole. This method, therefore, implicitly
assumes that, in the processs of expression, the mind
“dwells” upon semantically salient chunks, which are
then reflected in compact segments of the text. As
such, the approach shares some similarities with text
segmentation algorithms [8], [12], [10], albeit used for
a different purpose. The process of extracting chunks
is termed block identification and matching because the
chunks appear as blocks along the diagonal in a matrix
representation of the text corpus.

• Itinerant Dynamics with Emergent Attractors (IDEA):
The second approach is based on a neurodynamical
model of thinking that we have described previously
[13], [14], [15]. In this model, the epistemic network
corresponding to the text corpus is represented as
a recurrent neural network with nodes (neural units)
representing words and weights encoding associations
between them. The weights of the neural network are
obtained from the text corpus being studied using Heb-
bian learning. The dynamics of the network generates
a sequence of metastable activity patterns, which are
seen as representing SSCs, punctuated with periods of
transient activity. These are then analyzed further for



their novelty and pervasiveness in the corpus.
The main goal in both cases is to identify groups of words

that, given the corpus, are mutually coherent in a well-defined
sense. The two approaches explored here use somewhat com-
plementary perspectives on this. The IDEA model discovers
groups of words that have high mutual associations over the
entire corpus, whereas the BIM approach looks for blocks
of contiguous text that are especially coherent based on the
associational statistics of the corpus. Thus, the latter finds
chunks that are more constrained but directly interpretable
as text, and the former is likelier to find latent structure that
is only visible from a global perspective.

It should be noted that the structure of discourse has
been studied extensively, both theoretically and experimen-
tally [16], [17], and other computational models have been
proposed to account for it. The BIM model shares many
similarities with text segmentation models based on lexi-
cal similarity [18], [19], [10], and the postulated cognitive
approach is implicit, for example, in the model presented
by Shafiei and Milios [12]. However, in contrast with these
models, we use an associative notion of lexical coherence
that is more consistent with neural representations, and can
be incorporated plausibly into neural models.

III. DATA EXTRACTION AND PREPARATION

A. Pre-Processing the Corpus

The corpus, C, used in this paper is the set of all
abstracts from the Proceedings of the 2009 International
Joint Conference on Neural Networks (IJCNN’2009), held
in Atlanta, GA. Abstracts for 507 of the conference’s 512
papers were read from the proceedings CD and processed to
remove titles, author information and keywords, leaving just
the text of the abstract. The corpus was processed further to
remove stop words and stem the words as follows:

1) Words commonly considered to be stop words were
removed based on the list obtained from:
http://norm.al/2009/04/14/list-of-english-stop-words/.

2) Non-salient words were removed using a heuristic
algorithm described below.

3) The remaining words were stemmed using a Porter
stemmer from:
http://www.cs.cmu.edu/ callan/Teaching/porter.c.

4) Each stemmed word was replaced by the most frequent
complete word among its antecedent words. This en-
sures that the final corpus comprises complete words,
but without variants.

This generated a processed corpus, Cp, with NS = 3, 402
sentences and NV = 3, 074 unique words. The vocabulary
of unique words is denoted by V = {vi}.

Determination of Non-Salient Words: While stop words
such as “is”, “of”, “for”, etc., are widely agreed upon, each
corpus includes a large set of words that are not salient in the
context of that corpus, and whose inclusion in the corpus can
greatly cloud analytical conclusions. Since these words are
corpus-specific, they must be identified from the corpus, and

the procedure for doing so must be automatic and principled.
We use the following heuristic for this purpose.

First, a term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-
IDF) value, τk(vi), is calculated for each word, vi, in
document k using the standard formula [20], from which
a corpus-wide measure of specificity is obtained using:

T (vi) = maxk(τk(vi)) (1)

If T (vi) < 1, word vi is regarded as a potential non-salient
word. Second, each word, vi, is looked up in the 40,481-word
English Lexicon Project (ELP) corpus (elexicon.wustl.edu)
and in the IJCNN’2009 corpus, and a relative prominence
value calculated as:

R(vi) = log
fC(vi)

fELP (vi)
(2)

where fC(vi) is the count of the word in the IJCNN’2009
corpus and fELP (vi) its count (in per million words) in the
ELP corpus. If R(vi) < 0.001, the word vi is regarded as a
potentially non-salient word. Finally, a word vi is designated
a non-salient word if it is potentially non-salient under both
the above criteria.

B. The Word Association Matrix

Once the processed corpus Cp is obtained, a word asso-
ciation matrix, A = [aij ], is computed as follows. First, the
occurrence probabilities, pi, are calculated for every word i
as the fraction of sentences in which the word occurs, and
the co-occurrence probabilities, pij , computed for every pair
of words, vi and vj as the fraction of sentences in which
both words occur. The association weight of word vi with
word vj is then calculated as their correlation coefficient:

aij =
pij − pipj√

pi(1− pi)
√
pj(1− pj)

(3)

Thus, the association weights are symmetric and range
between −1 and 1. Previous versions of the IDEA model
[13], [14], [15] used the co-occurrence probabilities, pij , as
the association weights, but experiments using several possi-
bilities have shown that the correlation coefficient generates
the most natural and meaningful outcomes.

C. The Text Matrix

The key step in the non-neural algorithm is the generation
of the text matrix, H = [hij ], where hij represents the
similarity of sentence si with sentence sj . Unlike many
other algorithms, this similarity is not computed simply by
matching words, but through the association weight matrix,
A = [aij ], as follows. Let the sentences be specified as
si = {si1, ..., simi

} and sj = {sj1, ..., sjmj
}, where sik

denotes the kth word in sentence si and mi is the number of
salient words in the sentence. Since every word comes from
the vocabulary V , it has a specific index in that vocabulary,
which is denoted by Iik. The raw similarity of the two
sentences is then:



ĥij =

∑mi

p=1

∑mj

q=1 aIipIjq

mimj
(4)

Thus, sentences are similar not only when they use similar
words, but also when they use highly correlated words.
Before use, the raw similarity is mapped to a normalized
0-to-1 scale to give:

hij =
ĥij − ĥmin

ĥmax − ĥmin

(5)

IV. BLOCK-BASED EXTRACTION OF SALIENT CHUNKS

Fig. 1. A region of the text matrix H showing similarities between
sentences. Eight blocks can clearly be identified along the diagonal.

The BIM algorithm extracts coherent chunks of text from
the corpus using the text matrix, H . Figure 1 shows a partial
view along the diagonal of the text matrix, demonstrating
the presence of sentence blocks with high internal similarity.
These can be regarded as forming salient semantic chunks,
since sentence similarity is based on corpus-wide word
association. An important aspect of the observed blocks is
that almost all of them correspond to distinct abstracts. This
validates their potential use for text segmentation, but this
will be discussed in other reports. Here, we focus on the
content of the blocks and their meaning as salient chunks in
terms of their pervasiveness or uniqueness.

Figure 2 shows the similarity with all sentences of two
blocks: 224 - 229 and 3022 - 3031. The first is a very com-
mon block with high similarity to many sentences, whereas
the latter is a very unusual block with weak similarity only
to three other small blocks. Figure 3 shows the sentence
similarity of block 3022 - 3031 with nearby sentences. The
block itself is highly coherent, as indicated by the bright
colors of the sentences in the block, but has virtually no

Fig. 2. The similarities of all sentences with the 224 - 229 block (top) and
3022 - 3031 block (bottom). The first block has significant similarity with
many other blocks, whereas the second is virtually unique.

Fig. 3. Sentence similarity in the region of the corpus around the 3022 -
3031 block. The block has high internal coherence but almost no similarity
to any other blocks in the range shown (or the rest of the corpus).

similarity with any other block in the picture. The corpus
shows that this block comprises a single abstract with the
following text:

“In this presentation two event-related potentials, mis-
match negativity (MMN) and P3a, are extracted from EEG
by non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) simultaneously.
Typically MMN recordings show a mixture of MMN, P3a, and
responses to repeated standard stimuli. NMF may release the
source independence assumption and data length limitations
required by Fast independent component analysis (FastICA).
Thus, in theory NMF could reach better separation of the
responses. In the current experiment MMN was elicited by
auditory duration deviations in 102 children. NMF was



performed on the time-frequency representation of the raw
data to estimate sources. Support to Absence Ratio (SAR)
of the MMN component was utilized to evaluate the per-
formance of NMF and FastICA. To the raw data, FastICA-
MMN component, and NMF-MMN component, SARs were
31, 34 and 49dB respectively. NMF outperformed FastICA
by 15dB. This study also demonstrates that children with
reading disability have larger P3a than control children
under NMF.” [21]

A manual check of the abstracts in the corpus indicate,
qualitatively, that the topics of the abstract is indeed quite
distinctive relative to the corpus.

Fig. 4. Sentence similarity in the 1115 to 1270 range, showing two blocks
– 1122 - 1134 and 1254 - 1266 – with significant inter-cluster similarity.
See text for discussion.

Figure 4 shows a part of the text matrix with a pair of
strongly-linked blocks: 1122 - 1134 and 1254 - 1266. The
first block actually covers the following two abstracts

“Classifier ensembles, also known as committees, are
systems composed of a set of base classifiers (organized
in a parallel way) and a combination module, which is
responsible for providing the final output of the system. The
main aim of using ensembles is to provide better performance
than the individual classifiers. In order to build robust
ensembles, it is often required that the base classifiers are
as accurate as diverse among themselves - this is known as
the diversity/accuracy dilemma. There are, in the literature,
some works analyzing the ensemble performance in context
of such a dilemma. However, the majority of them address
the homogenous structures, i.e., ensembles composed only of
the same type of classifiers. Motivated by such a limitation,
this paper presents an empirical investigation on the diver-
sity/accuracy dilemma for heterogeneous ensembles. In order
to do so, multi-objective genetic algorithms will be used to

guide the building of the ensemble systems.” [22]
“In this paper, the effect of class imbalance in the case

base of a case-based classifier is investigated as it pertains to
case base reduction and the resulting classifier performance.
A k-nearest neighbor algorithm is used as a classifier and the
random mutation hill climbing (RMHC) algorithm is used for
case base reduction. The effects at various levels of positive
class prevalence are tested in a binary classification problem.
The results indicate that class imbalance is detrimental
to both case base reduction and classifier performance.
Selection with RMHC generally improves the classification
performance regardless of the case base prevalence.” [23]

whereas the second block comprises a single (rather long)
abstract:

“We have recently introduced an incremental learning al-
gorithm, called Learn++.NSE, designed for Non-Stationary
Environments (concept drift), where the underlying data
distribution changes over time. With each dataset drawn
from a new environment, Learn++.NSE generates a new
classifier to form an ensemble of classifiers. The ensemble
members are combined through a dynamically weighted
majority voting, where voting weights are determined based
on classifiers’ age-adjusted accuracy on current and past
environments. Unlike other ensemble-based concept drift
algorithms, Learn++.NSE does not discard prior classifiers,
allowing potentially cyclical environments to be learned more
effectively. While Learn++.NSE has been shown to work well
on a variety of concept drift problems, a potential shortcom-
ing of this approach is the cumulative nature of the ensemble
size. In this contribution, we expand our analysis of the
algorithm to include various ensemble pruning methods to
introduce controlled forgetting. Error or age-based pruning
methods have been integrated into the algorithm to prevent
potential out-voting from irrelevant classifiers or simply to
save memory over an extended period of time. Here, we
analyze the tradeoff between these precautions and the desire
to handle recurring contexts (cyclical data). Comparisons are
made using several scenarios that introduce various types of
drift.” [24]

Though the abstracts address different applications, all use
an ensemble classifier approach and, as a result, also share
other concepts.

A third interesting case is shown in Figure 5. The plot
shows two clusters with significant inter-cluster similarity:
1645 - 1657 and 1721 - 1743. However, there is a set
of four sentences in the second cluster that do not appear
to be similar to sentences in the other one. Looking at
the corpus reveals that the first cluster comprises two very
closely related papers by the same authors, with the titles:

1) A New Discriminant Analysis based on Boundary/Non-
Boundary Pattern Separation [25]

2) A New Discriminant Analysis for Non-normally Dis-
tributed Data based on Datawise Formulation of Scat-
ter Matrices [26]

Both papers are focused on feature extraction and clasi-



Fig. 5. Sentence similarity in the 1630 to 1745 range, showing two clusters
– 1645 - 1657 and 1721 - 1743 – with significant inter-cluster similarity.
See text for discussion.

fication. The second cluster comprises abstracts from four
papers with titles:

1) Evolutionary Dimensionality Reduction for Crack
Localization in Ship Structures using a Hybrid
Computational Intelligent Approach [27]

2) Soccer Robot Identification Using Kernel Based
Weighted Least Squares [28]

3) Emotion Recognition System Using Brain and
Peripheral Signals: Using Correlation Dimension to
Improve the Results of EEG [29]

4) CART data analysis to attain interpretability in a Fuzzy
Logic Classifier [30]

It turns out that the first paper and the last two in this
cluster all focus on feature extraction and classification –
like the two papers in the first cluster – while the second by
Marins et al. is about the system identification of a robot’s
dynamics.

V. THE IDEA MODEL

A. Model Description

Variants of the IDEA model have been described in our
previous work [13], [14], [15], and it is described briefly
here. It derives from a larger model of cognitive dynamics
developed by our research group [31], [32], [33].

The model comprises a one-layer recurrent network with
n neural units, one for each word. Unit j projects to unit i
with weight w̄ij = aij/a|max|, where aij is the association
weight from word vj to word vi as discussed in the previous

section, and a|max| denotes the largest absolute word asso-
ciation weight value – which, in general, is positive. During
operation, the actual value of the weight from unit j to unit
i varies due to synaptic modulation, and is denoted by wij .

At time t, each unit i receives an input:

xi(t) =

n∑
j=1

wij(t)zj(t) + γnoiseξi(t) (6)

where zj is the outputs of unit j, ξi(t) is uniform white
noise, and γnoise, is a gain parameter. In order to simulate the
natural continuous-time dynamics of the neurons, the state
of neuron i is updated at time t using:

yj(t) = αyj(t− 1) + (1− α)xi(t) (7)

where α typically has a value just below 1, and is an inertial
parameter. Network activity is competitive, with the K most
highly activated non-refractory units allowed to fire if they
have yi(t) > ymin, where ymin > 0 is a small positive value.
The output of unit i is given by:

zi(t) = f(yi(t)) =

{
1, if i ∈ {K most excited units}
0, otherwise

(8)
Instead of a rigid K-of-n rule, we use a soft version where
any unit, j, with yj(t) within 1% of the nominal K-of-n
threshold is also allowed to fire. Thus, while we use K = 8
in all simulations, the chunks generated by the system may
be smaller or larger.

The system is subject to modulation at both the unit and
the synaptic level. A unit, i, that is active for several suc-
cessive time-steps eventually becomes refractory, and must
recover before it can fire again. This is managed through the
dynamics of a resource, ri(t) which depletes and replenishes
with the following dynamics:

ri(t) =

{
(1− λ−)ri(t− 1), if active
ri(t− 1) + λ+(1− ri(t− 1)), if inactive

(9)

where λ− and λ+ are the resource depletion rate and
recovery rate, respectively. When ri falls below a threshold
θ−r , the unit becomes refractory and remains so until the
resource replenishes itself to θ+r . The depletion and recovery
rates also have a small stochastic variation.

At the synaptic level, modulation temporarily reduces the
efficacy of synapses that have seen high recent presynaptic
activity. The efficacy recovers to its nominal levl once the
presynaptic activity ceases. This dynamics is modeled by:

wij(t) =

{
(1− ψ−)wij(t− 1), if active
wij(t− 1) + ψ+ [w̄ij − wij ] if inactive

(10)

where ψ- and ψ+ are, respectively, the synaptic decay and
recovery rates, and w̄ij represents the nominal weight of the
synapse. Synaptic modulation is increasingly thought to be



important for cognitive functions such as working memory
[34], [35], [36].

B. Model Dynamics

Competitive activity interacts with the associative structure
of the network and the modulatory processes to create a
complex, itinerant dynamics [37]. If the set of active units
have sufficiently strong mutual associations, they remain per-
sistently active until dissolved by the modulation. However,
if the active units do not have strong mutual asociations, they
cannot sustain their joint activity and other units can become
active instead. Thus, the activity of the system consists
of metastable attractor patterns punctuated with transient
periods. We postulate [32], [13], [14], [15] that a set of words
that, due to strong mutual associations, remain continuously
co-active for a sufficiently long duration represent a coherent,
meaningful combination that is perceived cognitively as a
single thought or idea, i.e., an SSCs. The minimum required
duration of persistence is termed the awareness threshold.
Thus, the natural dynamics of the system, starting from
some initial condition, generates a “stream of thought” [14],
[15] as a sequence of ideas. In our previous work, we
have used purely excitatory associations between words,
leaving inhibition to the competitive dynamics. Depending
on the modulation parameters, this leads either to a rapidly
transitioning search through the space of ideas or repetitive
persistence in a subset of this space. We have proposed the
former as a model for open-ended creative thinking [32],
[13], [14], [15]. However, a model with both excitatory
and inhibitory weights leads to a much more continuous
dynamics, where successive ideas derive from recent ones,
providing a better model for the process we postulated above
for generating written texts. The ideas in this framework
correspond to the semantically coherent chunks.

C. Results for the IDEA Model

For the IDEA model, we considered only the 500 most
frequent words in the corpus, giving a network of 500 units.
Note that the weights between these units were still calulated
using the full corpus after the pre-processing described
earlier. Several trials were run, typically for a duration of
20,000 steps. We show results from one such trial which
generated 160 ideas (not necessarily unique) over the 20,000
steps, with an awareness threshold of 20 steps. Figure 6
shows the 160×160 matrix of differences between all ideas,
where the difference betwen Idea a and Idea b is calculated
as:

D(a, b) =
number of mismatched words between a and b

total number of words in a and b
(11)

The figure illustrates that almost all ideas were unique,
but a few were repeated, either consecutively (as in Ideas 69
through 72), or after some time (e.g., Ideas 66 and 102). In
most cases, the dynamics tended to linger in a neighborhood,
generating similar ideas before moving on.

Figure 7 shows the similarity between the generated ideas
and all the sentences in the processed corpus. The similarity
between Idea a and sentence b is defined as:

σ(a, b) =
number of matched words between a and b

total number of words in a
(12)

Fig. 6. Matrix of pairwise difference between all 160 ideas generated
by IDEA. Exact matching is denoted by black and no match is indicated
by white, with colors red through yellow indicating increasing degree of
mismatch. See text for discussion.

As with the chunks obtained through BIM, those generated
by IDEA vary greatly in their prevalence across the corpus.
Some, like Idea 33 or 141, have significant similarity with
many sentences, and thus represent broadly-shared word
combinations. Others, like Idea 25 or 153, are strongly
similar only to a few sentences, and represent a narrowly
focused idea. Figure 8 plots the similarity of all ideas with
Ideas 141 and 153, showing that the latter is quite widespread
while the latter is quite rare. Figures 9 and Figure 10 show the
two ideas. Clearly, the former combines a number of terms
commonly used together in the neural networks literature and
the latter is narrowly focused on shape descriptors – an idea
that occurs in only a few abstracts.

VI. DISCUSSION

The two previous sections have presented examples of how
the BIM and IDEA approaches can be used to extract salient
chunks of words or sentences from a text corpus. Here, we
briefly summarize some of the ways in which this is useful:

1) Both approaches identify meaningful, semantically co-
herent chunks relative to the given corpus. The two
approaches are complementary, with IDEA discovering
word combinations across the corpus and BIM finding
chunks of contiguous text. Not only do these chunks



Fig. 7. Matrix of similarity between the 160 generated ideas and all
3,402 sentences in the corpus. High similarity is indicated by white and
low by black, with colors yellow through red indicating increasing degree
of dissimilarity.

Fig. 8. Similarity of Idea 141 (top) and 153 (bottom) with all sentences
in the corpus.

provide information about the content and structure of
the corpus, they can also be used is complex search
queries to elicit more relevant information.

2) The pattern of similarity of any chunk with the rest of
the corpus provides a useful way to discover broadly-
prevalent concepts as well as unusual, rare or novel
ideas. Because the analysis is based on the statistics of
the corpus itself, the breadth or rarity of the discovered
chunks is meaningful in the context of the corpus. It
is also interesting, however, to do the analysis relative
to a global set of reference associations, and we will
address this in future reports.

3) The chunks discovered by the algorithms can act as

Fig. 9. Graph of Idea 141. The connections indicate associations, with
heavy lines indicating strong associations. This combination of words is
widespread in the corpus

Fig. 10. Graph of Idea 153. The connections indicate associations, with
heavy lines indicating strong associations. This is a relatively unusual
combination of words in the corpus

features for the analysis, segmentation, clustering, clas-
sification, etc., of the corpus. In effect, the similarity
profile of each sentence across all chunks is a “fin-
gerprint” for that sentence, implicitly representing its
content and associations. We are currently developing
algorithms to use this information for various text
analysis applications.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have presented results from applying two
different approaches to identifying salient semantic chunks
in a text corpus. The methods derive from complementary
perspectives on the task – one based on the structural patterns
in the text itself and the other on the global pattern of lexical
associations implicit in the text. The results in this paper



showed that both approaches produce meaningful chunks that
can be used directly to analyze the semantic structure of the
corpus. Both methods have many potential applications.

Some specific issues for ongoing and future work include:
• Applying the semantic chunks extracted from one cor-

pus to analyze other corpora with similar content (e.g.,
proceedings of other neural networks conferences, cor-
pora of full papers, etc.).

• Improving BIL block extraction by using an iterative
process to refine the A and H matrices concurrently.

• Developing systematic validation tools, including com-
parison with baseline methods based on keyword ex-
traction and agglomerative clustering.

• Using the chunks extracted by both algorithms as
features for characterizing, segmenting, clustering and
summarizing corpora.

• Combining the chunks produced by the BIL and IDEA
models to improve both algorithms.

Work on all of these is currently underway and will be
reported in the future. From a broader perspective, this work
is part of a larger investigation into developing computational
models of thought and creativity at both the individual and
group levels.
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